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NIMBI IN THE LATE BYZANTINE ART: A REASSESSMENT

Nimbus (halo, aureole) is very well known and widely spread artistic 
tool, used in representing both sacredness and prominence of special figures, 
and due to being much used pictorial convention, it has long history.1 With 
the Christianization of ancient symbols in Late Antiquity nimbus becomes a 
constant companion of the figures of both saints and emperors.2 Apart from 
Christ, the Virgin and saints the nimbi are found on images of rulers, clerics or 
aristocrats throughout the Byzantine Commonwealth, with irregularities typical 
for medieval art. Not only that form or colour of a nimbus could be diverse,3 but 
often it is its presence or absence that matters.4 This text aims to show it is hard 
to overestimate attention payed to nimbi in medieval art since correct establish-
ment of their forms makes difference between looking and seeing, which are 

1  M. Didron, Christian iconography. The history of Christian art in the Middle 
Ages I, London 1851, 22-165; E. H. Ramsden, The Halo: A Further Enquiry into Its Origin, 
The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs 78/457 (1941), 123-131; M. Collinet-Guérin, 
Histoire du nimbe: des origines aux temps modernes, Paris 1961, 273-436; A.W(eyl)-C(arr), 
A. K(azhdan), Nimbus, The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium 3, ed. A. Kazhdan, New York 
– Oxford 1991, 1487; s.v. Halo, The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, eds. F. L. 
Cross, E. A. Livingstone, Oxford 2005, 736 (with bibliography).

2  A. Ahlquist, Cristo e l’imperatore romano. I valori simbolici del nimbo nella tarda 
antichità, Acta ad archeologiam et artium historiam pertinentia XV (2001), 207-227; J. Bar-
dill, Constantine, Divine Emperor of the Christian Golden Age, Cambridge 2012, passim.

3  G. B. Ladner, The So-Called Square Nimbus; An Additional Note On Hexagonal 
Nimbi, Images and Ideas in the Middle Ages. Selected Studies in History of Art I, Roma 
1983, 115-170; В. Мако, Геометријски облици нимбова и мандорли у средњовековној 
уметности Византије, Србије, Русије и Бугарске, Зограф 21 (1990), 41-59; S. Tomeković, 
Évolution d’un procédé décoratif (fonds et nimbes de couleurs différentes) À Chypre, en 
Macédoine et dans le Péloponnèse (XIIe s.), International Symposium Byzantine Macedo-
nia 324-1430 A.D., Thessaloniki 1995, 321-344; R. Georgieva-Todorova, New Religion – 
New Symbolism: Adoption of Mandorla in the Christian Iconography, Niš & Byzantium 
IX (2011), 47-63; eadem, Visualizing the Divine: Mandorla as a Vision of God in Byzantine 
Iconography, Ikon 6 (2013), 287-296.

4  B. Cvetković, Christianity and Royalty: the Touch of the Holy, Byzantion LXXII/2 
(2002), 347-364.
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basic notions in art-historical methodology.5 That the nimbi would often have 
special form is obvious in their luxurious embelishment with jewels, pearls, fili-
gree or the various techniques of painting, relief and metalwork. For instance, as 
in famous 13th Century mosaic of Deesis at St Sophia in Constantinople, image 
of Pantokrator as Supreme Judge has remarkable rendering of nimbus achieved 
by different ornamental design (fig. 1).6 While cruciform bars of the cross have 
parallel rows of tesserae, the spaces in between display whirling circular rows 
symbolizing energies of the Divine.

Although a Byzantine Emperor was almost always shown with a nimbus, 
there are instances when he was not, as in the ivory plaque with the portrait of 
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos,7 or on the fragmented comb of Leo VI the 

5  For the recent scholarship on nimbi, see A. Renner, The Nimbus in Imperial and 
Christian Iconography: Origin, Transformation, and Significance, Western Ontario Uni-
versity Student History Conference, London ON 2011, http://www.academia.edu/1598242/
Nimbus_in_Imperial_and_Christian_Imagery; Ch. M. Stratman, Religion, Art and Myth-
Making: The Halo as an Aesthetic Expression of Ultimate Reality, Johnson County Com-
munity College Honors Journal 2/1: 4 (Overland Park KS 2011), http://scholarspace.jccc.
edu/honors_journal/vol2/iss1/4; K. C. McGinty, Circles of Framing and Light: Analyzing 
the Nimbus in the Mediterranean, Honors Thesis, Dartmouth College (Hanover NH 2013), 
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~classics/alumni/mcgintykylecircles2013.html#top.

6  В. Н. Лазарев, История византийской живописи, Москва 1986, 94-95, T. 296.
7  I. Kalavrezou, Plaque Fragment with Christ Crowning Constantine VII Porphyro-

gennetos Emperor, The Glory of Byzantium. Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era A. 
D. 843 – 1261, eds. H. C. Evans and W. D. Wixom, New York 1997, 203-204.

Fig. 1 Christ from Deesis, Hagia 
Sophia, Constantinople (detail)
Сл. 1 Христ из Деизиса, Света 
Софија, Цариград (детаљ)
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Wise.8 Absence of nimbi on figures of these two emperors may be explained 
by physical proximity of Christ and the Virgin. In the Louvre manuscript of 
Works of Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagitus (Ivoires A 53, fol. 2r) the nimbi em-
phasize the most important members of the ruling family, the Emperor Manuel 
II Palaiologos, the Empress Helena and John (VIII) as the heir apparent as well, 
unlike minor children in the center of the group.9 In the London Gospels of 
Ivan Alexander (Add. 39627, fol. 2v-3r) there is quite opposite usage of nimbi 
where members of extended ruling family of the Bulgarian Czar are all nimbate, 
including the Czar’s son-in-law.10 On the so-called sarcophagus of St Theodora 
in Arta the portraits of the basilissa Anna Palaiologina and of her minor son 
Thomas are shown without nimbi possibly due to their actual political status 
of a fragile regency.11 There was no real reason to omit nimbus from an impe-
rial figure in normal situation, even in complicated schemes or with difficult 
techniques, as in the famous Genua embroidery.12 Artists would never have 
problem adjusting even spolia in order to accommodate material for the needs 

8  G. Bühl, H. Jehle, Des Kaisers altes Zepter – des Kaisers neuer Kamm, Jahrbuch 
Preussischer Kulturbesitz XXXIX (2002), 289-306.

9  R. Cormack, Byzantine Art, Oxford 2000, 192-193, fig. 112.
10  E. Dimitrova, The Gospels of Tsar Ivan Alexander, London 1994, 16-20, fig. 11.
11  B. Cvetković, The Investiture Relief in Arta, Epiros, ЗРВИ XXXIII (1994), 103-

114; idem, Iconography of Female Regency: An Issue of Methodology, Niš & Byzantium X 
(2012), 405-414.

12  C. J. Hilsdale, The Imperial Image at the End of Exile: The Byzantine Embroidered 
Silk in Genoa and the Treaty of Nymphaion (1261), DOP 64 (2010), 151-199, esp. 181, fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Prince Lazar, 
Monastery Ravanica 

(detail)
Сл. 2 Кнез Лазар, 

манастир Раваница 
(детаљ)
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of religious zeal, as can be seen at San Giusto cathedral in Trieste; one bust from 
a Roman stele had been reworked into the effigy of St Sergius by providing the 
antique head with a halo.13

Nimbus can be found on depictions of medieval Serbian rulers since its 
adoption in the first half of the 13th Century, but it sometimes occurs in portraits 
of the nobility.14 For instance, despot Oliver has no nimbus on his portrait in 
the Lesnovo nave, but in slightly younger narthex portraits he and his wife are 
both nimbate, which additionally emphasize prominence of despotic family and 
its rise in hierarchy of the newly established Empire of the Serbs and Greeks.15 
On the other hand, huge corpus of royal imagery in Rumania may witness that 
the Wallachian and Moldavian rulers were never shown nimbate.16 The figures 
of nimbate rulers are rare in medieval Russia,17 while in Bulgaria and Georgia 
it is opposite; judging by the preserved examples Bulgarian imperial portraits 

13  B. Kiilerich, Antiquus and Modernus: Spolia in Medieval Art – Western, Byzantine 
and Islamic, Medioevo: il tempo degli antichi, ed. A. C. Quintavalle, Milano 2006, 138, 140-
141, fig. 10.

14  С. Радојчић, Портрети српских владара у средњем веку, Скопље 1934., И. 
М. Ђорђевић Зидно сликарство српске властеле у доба Немањића, Београд 1994. Also, 
see Д. Војводић, Портрети првих ктитора у приземљу жичке куле. Порекло иконогра-
фије, Ниш и Византија X (2012), 336-338.

15  С. Габелић, Манастир Лесново. Историја и сликарство, Београд 1998, 112-
118, 167-172, сл. I, 46, XLIII, XLIV, 78.

16  N. Iorga, Domni români după portrete şi fresce contemporane, Sibiu 1930; C. 
Nicolescu, Costumul de curte în Ţările Române (Sec. XIV=XVIII), Buccureşti 1970; L-C. 
Ştefănescu, Gift-Giving, Memoria and Art Patronage in the Principalities of Walachia and 
Moldavia. The Function and Meaning of Princely Votive Portraits (14th – 17th Centuries), M. 
A. Thesis, Utrecht University 2010; E. Negrău, Cultul suveranului sud-est european şi cazul 
Ţării Româneşti: o perspectivă artistică, Iaşi 2011.

17  Cf. А. С. Преображенский, Ктиторские портреты средневековой Руси. XI – 
начало XVI века, Москва 2010.

Fig. 3 Virgin with 
Christ Child, 
Monastery Kalenić 
(detail)
Сл. 3 Богородица 
с малим Христом, 
манастир Каленић 
(детаљ)
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are regularly haloed, unlike those of nobility.18 The well preserved monuments 
of Georgia display that the rulers were normaly shown nimbate as in Vardzia, 
but this habit was not followed in Betania; according to Antony Eastmond, this 
case reflects many irregular features of the painted programme, connected to 
political issues of the time.19 

One rare example of usage of the nimbus can be found in the main foun-
dation of Prince Lazar, the monastery Ravanica (fig. 2). Although at the time he 
ruled northern parts of Serbia as undisputed sovereign, the portraits in the nave 
originally had no nimbi. But after the Prince had become widely recognized as 
saint, the nimbus and the caption holy have been subsequently painted over the 
old fresco layer around his head, thus leaving other members of the ruling fam-
ily without haloes.20 Due to now heavily flaked frescoes both the nimbus and 
caption are not well discernible and much effort was needed by conservators 
to establish the actual forms.21 The Byzantines called the nimbi phengia, from 
phengos, radiance, and in the 15th Century we read in Symeon of Thessaloniki 
that the circle-like, silver-gilt phengia on holy icons would have emphasized 

18  Cf. Л. Н. Мавродинова, Стенната живопис в България до края на XIV век, 
София 1995.

19  A. Eastmond, Royal Imagery in Medieval Georgia, University Park, PA 1998, 154-
169.

20  М. Беловић, Раваница. Историја и сликарство, Београд 1999, 53-56, T. I-VI 
(with bibliography).

21  Cf. Д. Тодоровић, Портрет кнеза Лазара у Раваници, Манастир Раваница. 
Споменица о шестој стогодишњици, Београд 1981, 39-43; Т. Стародубцев, О портре-
тима у Раваници, ЗРВИ 49 (2012), 333-354.

Fig. 4 Despot Stefan 
and Vuk, Monastery 

Rudenice (present 
status)

Сл. 4 Деспот Стефан 
и Вук, манастир 

Руденице (садашње 
стање)
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grace, brilliance and energies of God.22 One appropriate example must have 
once existed on the figures of the Virgin and Christ Child carved in low relief 
on south facade of the monastery church in Kalenić, the remnants of which are 
visible holes of the original nail settings (fig. 3).23

One important example of nuanced usage of nimbi can be seen on por-
traits of rulers despot Stefan and his brother, lord Vuk in the monastery church 
in Rudenice.24 Although the nimbi are intended to symbolize prominence of the 
two brothers acting as co-rulers, due to state of frescoes today it may seem to 

22  Symeonis thessalonicensis Archiepiscopi, Opera omnia, PG 155, ed. J-P. Migne, 
Parisii 1866, col. 869B.

23  Б. Цветковић, Рељефна представа Богородице с Христом у Каленићу, Глас-
ник ДКС 32 (2008), 90-92; исти, Каленић: иконографија и политичка теорија, Научни 
скуп Манастир Каленић. У сусрет шестој стогодишњици. Зборник радова, ур. Ј. Калић, 
Београд – Крагујевац 2009, 47-65.

24  Т. Стародубцев, О ктитору Руденице, Саопштења XXXV-2003/XXXVI-2004 
(2006), 101-111; Б. Цветковић, Манастир Руденице: нови налази, Жупски зборник 4 
(2009), 59-74; исти, Руденице и Каленић: „двојна“, групна или сукцесивна ктиторија?, 
Саопштења XLI (2009) 79-98; исти, Плашт српских деспота у 15. веку. Прилог проу-
чавању, Византијски свет на Балкану. Књига II, ур. Б. Крсмановић, Љ. Максимовић, Р. 
Радић, Београд 2012, 551-561.

Fig. 5 Despot Stefan and Vuk, Monastery Rudenice (status from 1927)
Сл. 5 Деспот Стефан и Вук, манастир Руденице (стање из1927)
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onlookers that only despot is shown nimbate (fig. 4). Despite the fact that even 
new digital snapshots cannot capture traces of the halo around head of Vuk 
anymore it is however finely visible on black-and-white photographs taken a 
century ago, clearly showing a white circular line of the nimbus (fig. 5). This is 
one more proof of importance of documentation since a fresco copy, intended 
to stand for the accuracy of the original, does not display a single hint of the 
aureole (fig. 6). On the other hand, the 19th Century drawing confirms in its own 
right that lord Vuk had been haloed too, though not with the golden nimbus but 
with the blue one (fig. 7).

Careful analysis based on detailed visual perusal is the only way to es-
tablish actual state of an object under scrutiny. This approach has yielded new 
results in research of the miniatures in the manuscript with theological works 
of John VI Kantakouzenos (Par. gr. 1242).25 Modern scholarship unanimously 
states that none of the portraits of John Ioasaph Kantakouzenos is haloed which 
is why various theories have been proposed in order to explain this unusual 
omission. Firstly, Ioannis Spatharakis in 1976 stated that only the bishops have 
nimbi on the miniature with the Emperor presiding over a synod.26 Then, in 

25  For basic literature on the manuscript, see H. A. Omont, Miniatures des plus ancie-
nes manuscrits grecs de la Bibliothèque nationale du VIe au XIVe siècle, Paris 1929, 58-59; 
E. Voordeckers, Examen codicologique du Codex Parisinus Graecus 1242, Scriptorium 21/2 
(1967), 288-294; I. Spatharakis, Corpus of Dated Illuminated Greek Manuscripts to the Year 
1453, Leiden 1981, 66-67; Ch. Förstel, Trésors de Byzance. Manuscrits grecs de la Bibliothè-
que nationale de France, Paris 2001, 25-28, No. 41, ill. 27; J. L(owden), Theological Works 
of John VI Kantakouzenos, Byzantium. Faith and Power (1261-1557), ed. H. C. Evans, New 
York 2006, 286-287, No. 171, figs. 1.5, 1.11.

26  I. Spatharakis, The Portrait in Byzantine Illuminated Manuscripts, Leiden 1976, 
135, fig. 86, 87, 88, 90, 91.

Fig. 6 Despot Stefan 
and Vuk, Monastery 

Rudenice (copy from 
1959)

Сл. 6 Деспот Стефан и 
Вук, манастир Руденице 

(копија из 1959)
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2000 in his long study on the codex, Petre Guran put forth a theory that the 
alleged omission of the nimbi as undispensable feature of the imperial image 
from all figures of Kantakouzenos reflects “transfer of political and ecclesi-
astical power from the Emperor to the representatives of the Church, namely 
monastics.”27 In recent study by Ivan Drpić, the same hypothesis is repeated 
with different construction in that the alleged omission of aureoles “on all the 
figures of Kantakouzenos is due to his being the Emperor usurper who therefore 
had no right to be represented with one.”28 I would argue instead, based on re-
search of the original of the manuscript, that Kantakouzenos is indeed depicted 
haloed which is obvious even on reproductions of the miniatures published in 
literature. What must be said in the first place is that the painters made use of 
several different methods in displaying nimbi which is why they are not dis-
cernible on most of known photographs. With the help of a magnifying glass it 
can be deduced that the Emperor’s figure on fol. 5v does have a nimbus. It was 
not incised by sharp tool but painted with brown ink which is why the paint 
partially fell off. Above the Emperor’s right shoulder there is still a 6 mm long 
curved line as the only preserved trace of beginning of a nimbus on this side 
of the figure, positioned 3 mm lower of the upper rim of the collar. Above the 
Emperor’s left shoulder there is a well discernible part of nimbus long some 2 
cm, originally reaching to about half of the orphanos of the crown. Accordingly, 

27  P. Guran, Jean VI Cantacuzène, l’hésychasme, et l’empire: les miniatures du codex 
Parisinus Graecus 1242, L’empereur hagiographe: culte des saints et monarchie byzantine et 
post-byzantine, ed. P. Guran, Bucharest 2001, 83-84, 93-95, 121.

28  I. Drpić, Art, Hesychasm, and Visual Exegesis: Parisinus Graecus 1242 Revisited, 
DOP 62 (2008), 223, n. 38; 246, n. 146.

Fig. 7 Despot Stefan 
and Vuk, Monastery 
Rudenice (drawing from 
1874)
Сл. 7 Деспот Стефан 
и Вук, манастир 
Руденице (цртеж из 
1874)
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all of the nimbi around heads of the archbishops are painted in gold without any 
incising into the background. The well preserved caption above the Emperor is 
positioned far from his head, allowing space for the aureole.

The same disposition of inscriptions on another portrait of John 
Kantakouzenos is obvious on the colour photographs (fig. 8). Not only that the 
captions are written away from the head, but the circular segment of the nimbus 
is also well visible. On black-and- white photographs that have been shot by 
the late Dušan Tasić, and published by Vojislav Djurić and Miodrag Marković, 
even longer line is discernible.29 However, in front of the original one does not 

29  V. J. Djurić, Les miniatures du manuscrit Parisinus Graecus 1242 et l’Hésychasme, 
L’Art de Thessalonique et du pays balkaniques et les courants spirituels au XIVe siècle, ed. D. 

Fig. 8 John VI 
Kantakouzenos, 

Par. gr. 1242, fol. 
123v (detail)

Сл. 8 Јован VI 
Кантакузин, Par. 
gr. 1242, л. 123v 

(детаљ)

Fig. 9 Vision of the Heavenly City, Monastery Jošanica (present status)
Сл. 9 Визија Небеског града, манастир Јошаница (садашње стање)
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Davidov, Belgrade 1987, 93-94, fig. 4; M. Marković, Two Notes on the Wall Paintings at the 
Great Lavra of St. Sabas. The Portrait of Emperor John VI Kantakouzenos and the Cycle of 
St. John Damascene, Зограф 25 (1996), 57-69.

Fig. 10 Vision of the Heavenly City, Monastery Jošanica (detail)
Сл. 10 Визија Небеског града, манастир Јошаница (детаљ)

Fig. 11 Vision of the Heavenly City, Monastery Jošanica (drawing)
Сл. 11 Визија Небеског града, манастир Јошаница (цртеж)
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need the magnifying glass at all, since the nimbi are well visible being perfectly 
preserved though it is hard to photograph subtle incisions. The miniature dis-
playing double portrait of Kantakouzenos disguised as ruler and monk covers 
the fol. 123v. The nimbus on the imperial portrait is fully preserved, with the 
deep line incised into the golden background which goes behind the scepter on 
its left side, down the lower part of the orphanos and flanks letters on the right 
side. The incision channel is deeper and wider that the one forming the nimbus 
around the head of the monk Kantakouzenos which is also fully preserved. This 
circle is intentionaly thin and shallow if compared to the previous one, but both 
incised lines flank edges of the green ground with the angels of St Trinity. As for 
the aureoles of St Trinity one may note that only the nimbus of the central angel 
is in red ink, with the cross made up by double lines, while the lateral ones are 
in brown ink, the same as in the “synod” portrait. The fact Kantakouzenos is 
nimbate on all of his likenesses in the Par. gr. 1242, new appropriate interpreta-
tion of these portraits is much needed. Suffice it to say that the apparent lack of 
caption beside the monk’s figure also needs different explanation, and the most 
probable one rests on the fact that Kantakouzenos did style himself as Emperor 
not only in his historical work but in his letters and charters too, and was also 
addressed by others in that same way.30

The analytic perusal of the Par. gr. 1242 has yielded more though unexpect-
ed discoveries on the well-known miniatures on fol. 92v, with Transfiguration 
and Gregory of Nazianzus on fol. 93. The juxtaposed depictions are elaborate 
pictorial display of the lines quoting St Gregory’s thoughts of meaning of the 
light. Yet, no scholar to the best of my knowledge has thus far analyzed the ha-
loes of the figures nor noted unusual form of Christ’s aureole. The nimbi around 
heads of the prophets Elijah and Moses are painted in gold but also incised thin, 
shallow and with doubled spheres due to painter’s mistake. The circular lines 
of the nimbus of Elijah are not regularly concentric in the upper part, but the 
ones of Moses are almost fully concentric. On the other hand, nimbus around 
head of St Gregory is made up of two brown concentric lines without errors. 
Lastly, the Christ’s nimbus is painted in red ink, with pointed rays inserted into 
each of the three bars of the cross, while four other rays in form of long thin 
parallel bars are drawn in between the cross. Though this type of nimbus has no 
complete analogies, notwithstanding a number of published examples both in 
older and more recent bibliography. However, the icon of Pantokrator from the 
National Museum in Sofia displays similarities with the Paris miniature in that 
it also has pointed rays inserted into the cross of the cruciform nimbus. What 
makes these two examples deeply connected is the Light symbolism, since the 
Pantokrator from the icon holds in his left hand the Gospels with quotation from 
John 8, 12: I am the Light of the world, he that followeth me shall not walk in 
darkness but shall have the light of life.31 The Transfiguration has eschatologic 
and soteriologic meaning as image of the Christ’s Second Coming in Glory. 

30  On this, see Б. Цветковић, О проблему нимбова на минијатурама у рукопису 
Parisinus graecus 1242, Зборник Музеја примењене уметности 10 (2014), 7-12, сл. 1, 4.

31  T. Matakieva-Lilkova, Icons in Bulgaria, Sofia 1994, 32-35, No. 7; R. R(ousseva), 
Double-Sided Icon of Christ Pantokrator and the Deposition from the Cross, National Mu-
seum of History. Catalogue, eds. B. Dimitrov, R. Rousseva, Sofia 2006, 114, No. 112.
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The unusual structure of both the nimbi are obviously rooted in the same set of 
ideas. One more conspicuous analogy for the Paris miniature is the nimbus of 
Ancient of Days depicted on the west façade of the church of Sts Apostles in the 
Patriarchate of Peć.32 Here the trefoil rays are inserted into the bars of the cross. 
It is linked in meaning too with the hidden essence in the transfigured Christ 
since the vision seen by the apostles was also the vision of God the Father seen 
by the prophets.33

The analysis of the miniatures in the Par. gr. 1242 clerly shows how cru-
cial is way scholars deal with visual research not only of the portraits but also 
of form of aureoles of St Trinity where is only the central angel emphasized 
with the cruciform nimbus. One has to pay special attention since there were 
three variants in iconography of St Trinity with the angels without cruciform 
nimbi, the angels with cruciform nimbi and with only one central angels with 
the cruciform nimbus. This particular issue has recently proved to be of utmost 
significance in research of iconography of one highly enigmatic fresco from the 
narthex in Jošanica, which has long been unindentified due to lost captions and 

32  В. Ј. Ђурић, С. Ћирковић, В. Кораћ, Пећка патријаршија, Београд 1990, 237-
238, сл. 154.

33  Цветковић, О проблему нимбова, 12-13, сл. 6, 7.

Fig. 12 Holy Trinity, Monastery Resava (detail)
Сл. 12 Света Тројица, манастир Ресава (детаљ)
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unusual iconography (fig. 9).34 In deciphering its meaning the crucial detail was 
noting that the angels actually have aureoles which are all cruciform despite be-
ing heavily damaged (fig. 10). The small parts of dark red traces prove that the 
angels stand for St Trinity, which has finally provided solution for iconographi-
cal source, the vision of the heavenly city based on the Isaiah’s prophecy (fig. 
11).35

The same direction of reasoning has led towards analysis of some other 
instances of representations of St Trinity, most notably the one in the monastery 
Resava, dedicated to St Trinity. Actual form of aureoles of the angels in this 
example has not been known due to their bad state of preservation (fig. 12).36 
Despite the flaked areas of the paint, it can be now ascertianed that Resava too 
belongs to category with all the angels being shown with cruciform nimbi. How 
serious flaking off the paint took place here is obvious if looked at the aureole 
of the right angel which is now completely transparent. That all the nimbi were 
originally cruciform is obvious in the aureole of the left angel, the only one 
which is still well preserved.

The analyzed examples point to the fact that even details as are nimbi do 
carry very important data that can facilitate precise and correct identification 
of both iconographical and historical constructs in miniature and monumental 
painting. It is always close looking as well as is close reading, that must be in 
heart of an inquiry due to its importance for the methodology of research.

Бранислав Цветковић 
Још ЈеДНоМ о НИМБоВИМА У ПоЗНоВИЗАНТИЈСКоЈ УМеТНоСТИ

У чланку је поклоњена пажња улози нимба у позновизантијској уметности 
анализом више примера у минијатурном и монументалном сликарству споменика 
Византије као и балканске регије. Указујући најпре на чињеницу да је нимб честа 
тема у историгорафији, аутор текста истиче да тачна идентификација појединих 
иконографских тема и историјских сижеа битно зависи од исправног сагледавања 
таквих детаља као што су облик нимба, тј. присуство или одсуство овог симбола. 
Размотрени су кратко примери у Раваници и Руденицама, указано је на постојање 
ореола на сва три портрета Јована Кантакузина у рукопису Par. gr. 1242 за које се раније 
сматрало да нису изведени, као и на значај крстоликих нимбова на једној композицији 
у припрати Јошанице што је омогућило њену идентификацију.

34  For the painted programme and iconography of the narthex, see Б. Цветковић, 
Необичне сцене у припрати храма манастира Јошанице, Саопштења XLV (2013), 111-132.

35  B. Cvetković, Vision of the Heavenly City in Jošanica, Ikon 6 (2013), 115-129.
36  B. Živković, Manasija. Les dessins des fresques, Beograd 1983, (25), VII/7; 

Д. Војводић, Владарски портрети српских деспота, Манастир Ресава. Историја и 
уметност, ур. В. Ј. Ђурић, Деспотовац 1995, 73-77; Б. Тодић, Манастир Ресава, Београд 
1995, 100-104.




